
Cast Iron Double Dutch Oven
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Size:26*26*11.5cm

Volume:5-Quart

Material:Cast Iron

Model:C004

Product Description

Material Cast Iron

Model Sa-C004

Size 26*26*10.7cm

Volume 5.0Quart

Finished Vegetation Oil

Color Black



Logo Available

Cast Iron Double Dutch Oven Description

 

l  The 5-quart cast iron double dutch oven is every chef’s dream. Its lid can be easily converted to a 10.25-
inch frying pan and dome lid, providing space for roasts, no-knead bread recipes, soups and stews.

l  Its two-handle design can easily move in your kitchen. Reflects excellent heat distribution and retention, 
enabling consistent and even cooking.

l  It offers a wealth of possibilities and can be used for roasting, frying, roasting, roasting, stewing, frying or 
grilling. It is safe to use on the oven, stove or grill and on a campfire.

l  The cast iron double dutch oven has been cooked for decades and seasoned with oil in advance. It is 
easy to release and improves with use.

l  Maintenance instructions for cast iron: 1. Wash with warm water. If needed, add mild soap. 2. Dry 
thoroughly with a lint-free cloth or paper towel. 3. Spread a thin layer of cooking oil on the surface of the 
pan while it is hot. Hang or store cookware in a dry place.

More knowledge of cast iron double dutch oven

What Is a Double Dutch Oven?

 

Product Introduction

The cast iron double dutch oven is one of Sarchi’s most popular products, and it is also a very popular 
dutch oven on the market, but it is not only a dutch oven, it is also a frying pan, the lid of the dutch oven can 
be used as a frying pan, which makes this cast iron double dutch oven has a wider range of uses. Cast iron 
material, seasoned before leaving the factory, ready to use. Of course, if you want to make the surface an 
enamel coating, there is no problem. We can also make various spray colors, which can be customized 
according to your requirements. Welcome to contact us!

Details of cast iron double dutch oven

5 quarts (approximately 4.7 liters) of pre-cast iron Dutch oven and pan with lid
Robust, integrated side handle and cover on the base for safe transportation
3.75 cm deep dome cover takes into account the function of a frying pan
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The size is approximately 10.25 inches (approximately 26.0 cm) x 10.25 inches (approximately 26.0 
cm) x 4.2 inches (approximately 10.7 cm)

Advantages of cast iron double dutch oven

-Easy to care: wash by hand, dry, wipe with cooking oil

-In the home oven, stove, grill, or campfire

-The heat preservation and heating uniformity of cast iron is unparalleled

-Ideal for induction cooking

-Double Dutch oven in the home oven, on the stove, on the

For more details, please visit https://www.eqlic.com/detail/cast-iron-double-dutch-oven-china-356044


